Statement of personal responsibility

By registering I, __________________________________________________________ , expressly confirm that :
- I know that insurance is the participant’s responsibility.
- I have read and shall abide by the competition rules and any further competition documents published later.
- I shall carry the obligatory equipment, in perfect condition, with me for the entire route in accordance with the rules.
- I am aware of the event emergency number of 004176 388 75 66.
- I know the nature of the trail and am physically fit for the category I have selected, and my doctor has not advised
me not to participate in the SwissPeaks Trail.
- A doctor, the emergency medical services or a member of the organisation committee can take me out of the race at
any time if they diagnose the risk of damage to health or similar.
- I do not have any entitlement to a refund or partial refund of the entry fee as a consequence of force majeure or due
to official orders in the case of abandonment of the event, cancellation before the race day, route changes or
adjustments of the check times.
- I am aware that I must retire from the race if I do not achieve the check times of the relevant category and thus do
not have the right to a ranking or a finisher gift.
- I am aware that individuals taking part in the 360, 170 or 90K trail must hand in the tracker they were given at the
finish (or at the next checkpoint if they give up). If I do not hand in my tracker, I will be charged CHF 100.00.
- I completely waive all photo and film rights for images or footage taken at the event. I hereby permit my name and
photos of me, if these are in connection with my participation in the SwissPeaks Trail, to be used free of charge and
without limitation.
- I accept that the event organiser disclaims all liability towards runners, spectators or third parties and that I must
insure myself against accident, illness, rescue, theft or loss of property. I exempt the organizers and volunteers from
any liability.
- I renounce doping and agree to doping checks.
- I am aware that participation in the SwissPeaks Trail involves the risk of serious injury which could even lead to
death..
- I have read this statement of personal responsibility and am expressly in agreement with its contents. In the case of
disputes, the applicable law is exclusively Swiss law. Place of jurisdiction is Sion.

❏ I hereby confirm that I have insurance covering search and rescue costs.
Bib Number : _________

Phone Number in case of Emergency (00+indicator+number) :_________________

Distance:________

Location, date : _________________

Signature : __________________
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